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Motivation

Launched in 2014 to recognize teams using Open 
Infrastructure to meaningfully improve business and 
differentiate in a competitive industry, while also 
contributing back to the open source communities

● Women of the Year
● Top Akrainoians
● Committers of the Year
● Blueprints of the year

Is it possible to have an LFE award program to encourage adoption and contribution? 

Winners include
AT&T, CERN, City 
Network, Comcast, NTT 
Group, SK Telecom, 
Tencent TStack, and 
VEXXHOST



Principles
› Purpose and intent - to recognize users (companies) or contributors (individuals/companies) that 

are considered to have accelerated adoption of edge computing , fostered cross-industry 
collaboration across IOT, telecom and cloud sectors, or delivered value to customers by 
providing platforms developed under the umbrella of LF edge. 

› Annual awards

› Process
› An award recognition committee appointed by the LF Edge TAC, which consists of 

technical leaders and LFE staff. 
› Nominations, following the princple that “anyone can nominate anyone”. A nominee can 

be either a member or a non-member company. TAC members are encouraged to 
nominate those that are eligible. Nominee shall be notified and can reject the nomination. 
Consent from the nominee shall be required. 

› Award recognition committee review nominations and award ballots are created.
› Award recognition committee vote.
› Governing board recognizes winners through media (LFE website, PRs).



Recommended Corporate Awards Categories

› Breakthrough Edge Computing Deployment
› to recognize successful landing of edge computing, either a commercial deployment 

or an innovative demonstration on some world-renowned event throughout the past 
year

› Top Collaboration Company
› to recognize the company which actively participated in LFE events (Tech Summit, 

Project releases, etc.) and well-collaborated with the board and staff throughout the 
past year



Recommended Individual Awards Categories
› Top Contributor

› to recognize the individual(s) who made top contributions and engagements 
throughout the past year

› Top Documentarian
› to recognize the individual(s) who made excellent documentation contributions to 

LFE and its projects throughout the past year

› Top Ambassador
› to recognize the individual who helped spread awareness of the LFE and its projects, 

and drove interest and excitement around the ecosystem

› Women of the Year
› to recognize the female individual(s) who had excellent engagements in LFE projects 

and events throughout the past year



Thank You


